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Basics

short-term laboratory scale experimental data can be extrapolated to 
predict long-term structural Performance

• a stressed piece of the material, i.e. the specimen, exposed to a 
presumably aggressive environment

• to determine if and how SCC occurs in this specimen



General aspects of SCC testing

• SCC tests determine a number of parameters that are of varying 
usefulness and relevance for service operation

• the SCC mechanism in the accelerated test must be essentially the 
same as that occurring in service

• testing has to be sufficiently discriminating to eliminate any unsafe 
application of susceptible materials



Objectives of SCC testing

• alloy development,

• materials selection,

• assessment of relative environment aggressiveness,

• evaluation of protective schemes,

• production of design data,

• quality assurance,

• investigation of mechanisms



SCC test philosophies

* Safe-life approach:

- to design the structure for a finite service life during which there is no 
significant damage.

- does not include in-service inspection

*Damage-tolerance approach:

-designing for an adequate service life without signifi cant damage, but 
also enables operation beyond the actual life.

-detection of cracks by routine inspection before their propagation.



Specimen configuration and loading mode

• smooth (i.e., non-pre-cracked)

• pre-cracked specimens



Basic kinds of SCC tests

1- Smooth specimens – static load tests.

2- Smooth specimens – dynamic (monotonic increasing) load tests.

3- Pre-cracked specimens – static load tests.

4- Pre-cracked specimens – dynamic (monotonic increasing) load tests.

• a material may be immune to SCC under static loading but may be 
highly susceptible under continuous slow plastic straining



Smooth specimens



Constant load tests

• Cylindrical or flat

• Specimens in a self-loading frame 

Reduced equipment costs and 

Much less space required for testing

Specimens must be loaded before environmental exposure

• Specimens that are loaded by an external load frame

• ASTM C47 85

• ISO 7539-4

• NACE TM 0177



Representation of SCC test data produced by 
constant load tests



Constant displacement (constant strain) tests

• Bent beam, 

• C-ring 

• U-bend

Bend specimens

• ASTM G39 79

• ISO 7539-2

• NACE TM 0177

C-ring specimens

• ASTM G38 73

• ISO 7539-5

• NACE TM 0177



• (a) Two-point loaded specimen.

• (b) Three-point loaded specimen.

• (c) Four-point loaded specimen.

• (d) Welded double-beam specimen



• two-stage stressing of a U-bend 
specimen



Slow strain rate tests

• constant extension rate tensile (CERT)

• constantly increasing elongations

• Tests may be conducted either in tension or in bending, on initially 
plain or notched specimens





• Comparison between identical specimens exposed to the test 
environment and to an inert environment may be used for assessing 
the susceptibility to SCC

Parameters commonly measured are:

• time to failure,

• ductility assessed by, e.g., reduction in area or elongation to fracture,

• maximum load achieved,

• area bounded by nominal stress/elongation curve representing the 
fracture energy,

• percentage of stress corrosion cracking on the fracture surface



Ratio of fracture energy measured in environment, 
to fracture energy measured in air



Index of the SCC susceptibility

• The ratio of the parameter measured in the environment relative to 
the value measured in an inert environment yields an index of the SCC 
susceptibility. 

• According to ISO 7539-Part 7 increasing susceptibility to cracking is 
indicated by increasing departure from unity of the ratio





Breaking load and linearly increasing stress tests

• smooth specimens are self-loaded or stressed in a self-loaded frame 
before environmental exposure

• Following the environmental exposure, the specimens are subjected to 
residual static strength tests, which quantify the damage due to SCC

• ASCOR (automated stress corrosion ring) test

• LIST (linearly increasing stress test)





Pre-cracked specimens



initial flaws may already exist in a structure or component, and fracture 
mechanics is applied to characterize the initiation and growth of cracks from 
these flaws.

Usually, stress corrosion cracks are considered to be brittle.
they occur, at stresses below general yield and propagate in an essentially 
elastic body, even though local plasticity may be necessary for the cracking 
process.
Hence, linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) concepts are applied.

The plane strain stress intensity factor in the opening mode, KI, is used to 
quantify the stress field at the crack tip in a pre-cracked specimen or 
structure.
The stress intensity factor controls crack initiation and its extension.



• Elastic plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) is needed for ductile alloys 
and thinner sections for which the principle of small scale yielding 
becomes invalid.

• EPFM parameters include the crack tip opening angle, crack tip 
opening displacement and the J integral.



Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)

• for a given material/environment 
combination,

• a unique relation exists between KI 
and the growth rate of a stress 
corrosion crack



• A low value of KI, the stress 
corrosion threshold stress 
intensity factor, KISCC, 
characterizes the stress intensity 
factor at which the first 
measurable crack extension 
occurs.



• a practical meaning of KISCC lies 
in the fact that, below this value 
of the stress intensity factor, the 
growth rates of stress corrosion 
cracks fall below a certain lower 
limit, which is often set at 10–10 
m/s, corresponding to a crack 
increment of roughly 
3 mm per year.

• In the region II, transport and 
electrochemical processes are 
the rate-limiting parameters, 
controlling the crack growth 
kinetics.



• Finally, the applied stress 
intensity factor approaches the 
fracture toughness of the 
material, Kic , 

• and pure mechanical rupture 
dominates over sub-critical crack 
extension caused by SCC.



Requirements of fracture mechanics SCC testing

The primary aims are determining 

• the threshold, KISCC

• the rate of crack growth, da/dt

• The specimens contain initial cracks, so that these tests preclude study 
of crack initiation from an initially smooth surface, and these tests 
avoid the problem of separating the environmental influence on both 
crack initiation and growth.



• The minimum requirements with respect to specimen thickness, B, pre-
crack length, a, and ligament length, (W – a) where W is the specimen 
width are in accordance with plane strain fracture toughness tests.

• ASTM and ISO standards for determining KISCC from tests under constant 
load or constant displacement recommend test durations of up to 10 000 
hours



Loading mode

KISCC and da/dt data can be determined using:

• crack initiation tests under constant load,

• crack arrest tests on constant displacement (self-loaded) specimens,

• rising load or rising displacement tests.







The elastic-plastic fracture mechanics approach
to stress corrosion cracking (SCC)

• Crack tip opening angle (CTOA)

• crack tip opening displacement (CTOD)



• vpl is the plastic portion of the 
crack mouth opening displacement 
(CMOD), 

• E, the Young’s modulus for plane 
strain, 

• z is the distance between the load 
line and the actual measuring 
position for v



The use of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) data



• Schematic presentation illustrating the inclusion of KISCC data into a failure 
assessment diagram (FAD). By substituting the fracture toughness of the material, 
Kmat, for KISCC, and the cut-off line on the stress axis, Lr, for the SCC threshold 
stress, σth, an acceptable region with respect to non-growing SC cracks is 
defined.





Standards

Smooth specimens

• Constant load

ASTM C47 85 (1990)

ISO 7539-4:1989

NACE TM 0177-90

• Constant displacement

Bend specimens

ASTM G39 79 (1990)

ISO 7539-2:1990

NACE TM 0177-90



C ring specimens

ASTM G38 73 (1990)

ISO 7539-5:1989

NACE TM 0177-90

Uniaxially strained tension specimens

ASTM G49 85 (1990)

ISO 7539-4:1989

NACE TM 0177-90

Constant total strain/plastic strain specimens

ASTM G30 90

ISO 7539 3:1989



Dynamic straining/Slow strain rate test

ASTM G129-95

ISO 7539-7:1989

NACE T-1F-9

SCC testing of specific materials

ISO 9591:2003 (aluminium alloys)



Pre-cracked specimens

Constant load

ASTM E 1681-03

BS 6980

ISO 7539-6:2003

Constant displacement

BS 6980

ISO 7539 6:1989

NACE TM 0177-90

Rising load/rising displacement

BS EN ISO 7539-9:2008

EN ISO 7539-9:2008

ISO 7539-9:2003



Test environments

ASTM D 1141 - 90 (substitute ocean water)

ASTM D 1384 - 96 (corrosive water/engine coolant)


